AUCTION SHOWCASE BOOKS:

Lot 13: Culpeper’s Complete Herbal,.....One Hundred Additional Herbs,.....the Cure of All Disorders Incident to Mankind............ Thomas Kelly, London, 1831. 398pp plus index. b&w lithograph of Culpeper and Red Lion House preceding frontis, more than 400 colour engravings of different plants. Mottled mustard boards, black leather spine with four raised bands and gilt title. Black and grey marbled eps. Age related foxing, yellowing and general wear. Considering age, cond. good.


Lot 86: Cook, J. *A Voyage Towards the South Pole, and Round The World. Performed in His Majefty's Ships the Resolution and Adventure, In the Years 1772, 1773, 1774, and 1775. In which is included, Captain Furneaux's Narrative of his Proceedings in the Adventure during the Separation of the Ships. Vols 1, 2.* W. Strahan and T. Cadell in the Strand, London, 1777. 378pp 396pp. Rebound grey cloth, blue corners and spine, gilt on spine, tan polished edges. Full sized frontis lithograph portrait of James Cook in both volumes. Fold out draft plan and section of an Amsterdam Canoe seen in the South Seas, (between pages 214 & 215). Minor age-related damage to spines but bindings tight and text is in good condition. cond. good/v. good.


Lot 146: Gauss (de Brunswick), M.CH.-FR., Poullet-Delisle, A.C.M. *Recherches Arithmetiques* Chez Courcier, Paris. Imprimeur-Libraire pour les Mathematiques, quai des Augustins, no 57. 1807, 503pp. Marbled brown leather with gilt floral borders front and back, gilt stamped crest, decorative gilt on spine with two vignettes and two decorative panels, title panel with elliptical borders top and bottom. Brown marbled eps, red stippled edges. Front cover partially detached, spine worn with slight tear at bottom, abrasive wear to the back cover, general age-related wear but binding tight. cond. fair/good.